Plaut Project Management:

ON TARGET – IN TIME – IN BUDGET

The successful method for planning, implementation and controlling of projects: targeted, economical and sustainable.
The secure way to successful projects: Plaut Project Management

Development of new business areas, improvement of business processes or planning the implementation of new software: we can support you!

While diversity, number and scope of company projects increase steadily, the circumstances on the market simultaneously become tighter and tighter. Therefore projects have to be implemented faster, more cost-effectively and with more flexibility to defend or enlarge the own market position.

Meanwhile more and more companies have taken notice of the importance of professional Project Management for the success of their innovation purposes.

Plaut Project Philosophy

The consulting group Plaut counts Project Management among its core competencies: we use them to develop holistic, consistent and pragmatic solutions for our customers and to ensure their anchorage in the company. Compliance with the agreed services, quality, appointments and budget costs are the main goals. The customer is our partner: commonly we plan and realise his projects. A clear project organisation, an efficient know-how transfer and transparency at each time serve as a basis for our cooperation.

Flexible for new requirements, consequent in planning, implementation and benefit collection

The Project Management of Plaut reflects this philosophy and is for years a solid component of every consulting project. It pointedly supports different project types, is open for new requirements and covers all phases of a project consistently.

Plaut ensures highest efficiency and transparency through

- a consistent, structured and visualised approach in project planning and controlling as well as in industry- and product-specific approach models
- standardised, proved working basis such as checklists, forms and flow charts with contemporary IT support

This becomes visible by means of reduced project costs, abbreviated project life spans and high class project results.
**Plaut Project Planning and Controlling**

Project success is the result of careful planning and stringent controlling. The Project Management of Plaut provides the basis for this.

In project planning:

- Project goals and benefit
- Scope
- Project organisation
- Activity planning and scheduling
- Planning of effort, staff and training
- Planning of infrastructure, quality and costs

are defined precisely.

Project Controlling:

- Progress
- Quality
- Risk
- Appointments
- Costs

---

**PLAUT Project Management: guiding projects to success**
Customer-oriented right from the beginning

Customer-specific requirements and changes in the project environment require high flexibility. The Plaut Project Management basis model allows customer-specific adaptations regarding

- Project phases, organisation, planning and controlling
- Industry- and product-specific process models
- Checklists and forms
- Methods and tools
- Quality Management
- Risk Management
- Change Management

The suitable project organisation

Depending on definition of tasks and operational organisation structure, different project organisations are useful. Beside functional and process-oriented organisations Plaut Project Management also supports matrix organisations. It also ensures that tasks and responsibilities of all project parties are set right from the beginning. We place special value on the internal participation, meaning the mobilisation of innovational strength of employees and the acceptance of project results amongst workforce. We support the company’s employees at the accomplishment of initiated changes through training and Change Management.
Targeted support of projects: models of approach

Different project types require different models of approach. Plaut Project Management offers structured industry- and product-specific models of approach. Models for projects regarding design of business processes, controlling and the implementation of standard software are available. They describe among others the order of project phases and tasks and they specify the respective solution types and milestones.

With comprehensive tools for project planning, controlling and industry- and product-specific models of approach, Plaut ensures a professional Project Management. A cost-equitable project implementation in time, high-quality solutions as well as a coordinated organisation create the preconditions for a future business success.

We place special value on project supporting Change Management: through time- and step-equitable information as well as convenient measures in coordination with the customer we try to make people concerned to participants right from the beginning and create by that the best possible circumstances for the project.

Benefit collection – Return on Investment

After finishing work we make up a balance:
• Did the project reach the aims set?
• Did the project results push the company, did the expected benefit arise?
• Do people in the company have a positive feeling towards the changes?
• What did we learn from the project?

Plaut supports its customers not only at commercial benefit collection but also at Knowledge Management: we care for the anchorage of project results in the company and the skills and knowledge collected in the project.